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The Universe: Why so big?

Two-Wheeled Injustice:
A Call To Arms

I had just arrived on campus and was heading to class
when I suddenly, and without warning, became privy to a most
heinous sight. A young man had been stopped by campus police and was receiving a ticket-for riding his bicycle. Surely he
must have been transporting cocaine in the tires or was having
sex with minors on the handlebars. At least, he must have been
heavily under the influence and was getting his well-deserved
BUI, right? Nay. This upstanding student was being ticketed for
riding his bike, period. I don’t know about you, but when I saw
this, one word flashed through my mind: gestapo. I knew I had to
do something about it, and I knew just what that something was:
get off my bike, walk past the officer until I got out of sight, then
continue riding to class. But the school’s tyrannical position on
bikes and skateboards deserves more than just me breaking the
rules without getting caught, they deserve an angry rant in a student comedy paper that no one takes seriously. Let us begin, shall
we?
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Summer Staff Box
Ate Cheetos, played Nintendo
Alex T., George L., Eric O.
Developed Heroin Habit
Brittni T., James H., Ryan H.
Hung out at the Malt Shop
Chuck M., Shane S.
Joined Gay Bike Gang
Jason W., Alex M.
Surf Safaried

Is San Diego State University run by a bunch of fucking
SamSkillz, Brad K., Stevie Why
ninnies? Whoever made this anti-bike policy was obviously one
of those kids that never got past the training wheels phase, and as
punishment for the rest of us has decided to throw a hissy fit, alTipped Cows...Pregnant Cows
beit a hissy fit backed up by law enforcement officers. Well guess
Rexican, JRhodes
what, powers that be, your stance is moronic and oppressive and
we, the pedal pushers of SDSU, will not stand for it. You tell us
not to bring our bikes or skateboards on campus. Easy for you to
Campus cops giving you a
say, you get a faculty parking spot. I, however, will not lay down
any amount of cash for parking permits (or gas, for that matter) hard time? Give them a taste
simply to shave three minutes off my daily commute. And how
of their own sexually frusmany people spend their first class period cruising around the
many ugly lots located around our campus? That’s right, shittrated blue medicine with
loads.
Really, lets encourage more people to pollute on
a daily basis. I for one don’t give the first shit about
the environment, but wouldn’t it look nice if the school
could claim that it encourages alternative, eco-friendly
transportation amongst its students? In fact, the only
thing that would look better is if SDSU could claim such
a thing without it being a dirty lie. But that wouldn’t really be a problem with you, would it, you spineless desk
jockeys. No, I didn’t think so.

the new Koala Uniformed
Prick Ticket.

SDSU Koala Dept. of Douchebaggery

Uniformed Prick Ticket
First Name			

Officer
Street and No.

M.I.				

Last

Pigshit

City			

State

So here’s a few ideas, University; stop stealing my 666 Powertrip Ln. San Diego, CA
friends’ skateboards, stop issuing bullshit tickets, and
Date of Douchebaggery Time of Douchebaggery
start loving us for who we are; your loyal, lovable, syphilitic students. To the campus police; start acting like real
cops. Have you guys found any of those rapists from last Cause of Douchebaggery
year? Just kidding, I know actual justice is too much to
ask of you, but maybe you should refocus your manpowLocation of Botched Justice
er back into dormroom raids and breaking up minority
assemblies on the freespeech steps, because you’re really
sinking to a new low with this garbage.

Every Day T o o O f t e n

Badge

Probably on Campus
Nature of Offense

To The People: stand strong. And the next time
you’re wrongly abused by a campus officer or university
official, give them a citation of your own, in the form of
the Koala’s brand new Uniformed Prick Ticket, pictured
at right. For your convenience, we’ve already filled it
out, and it only awaits your Johnny Handcock. Enjoy,
and remember: Viva la revolucion cyclisme!

-Your Humble Revolutionary
(and Koala President)
Alex

Fuckin’ hissy fit
Name of Victim

(Your name here)

The Koala

Signature of Authorization
Signature of Victim
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World
Famous
Koala Lists
Top Five Responses To Our Last Issue
1. “I’ve been looking everywhere for amputee
porn”
2. “I already masturbated to it today... and yesterday!”
3. “They let you guys print this?”
4. “Who writes this?”
5. “What the fuck is a Koala?”
Top Five Things to do When Your
Suicide Fails
1. Try, try again
2. Join the special Olympics
3.  Sue the suicide hotline for using Van Halen’s
‘Jump’ as hold music.
4.  Thank your roommate for forgetting to pay
the electric bill.
5. Call your parents and tell them you failed
them again
Bottom Five Things to Say During an Orgasm
1. “Is hepatitis b an std?”
2. “Weeeeeeee!!!!”
3. “Now you can rejoin the other kids in nap
time”
4. “My mom’s gonna like you.”
5. “So that’s what consensual sex is like...”
6. “I just know I’ll get pregnant this time!”
Top Five Names for the New Abortion Pill
1. Flinstone’s Gravestones Abortion Pill
2. NoBorn (from the makers of Airborn)
3. Baby Kevorkian
4. Baby-Be-Gone
5. Dielenol
Top Five Games Played at a Police Officer’s
Birthday
1. Pin the Crime on the Minority
2. Capture the Fag
3. High Speed Trivial Pursuit
4. Spin the baton
5. Red light, Green light, you still get the ticket
because its my word against yours
Top Five Reasons Why To Attend SDSU
1. UCSD sucks
2. USD sucks
3. SDSU girls suck
4. STD’s are trendy at state, you can be yourself
5. You got rejected from your safety school
6. We give new meaning to the phrase “higher
education.”
7. Inspired to attend same university as your
high school PE teacher
8. 1/4th the education of USD at 1/10th the
price
Top Five Ways You Know You Were Molested
as a Child
1. You got a shirt from your dad for christmas
that said “I was molested.”
2. You masturbate while watching Thundercats.
3. Your house had Karrpet instead of tile
4. There was DNA on your dead body.
5. You shudder everytime you pass by a frat
house.

Top Five Things You Learned About Yourself
Through Your Sexuality
1. Pooping your pants is no longer the most
embarassing thing you’ve done.
2. The internet is AMAZING!
3. Uncle Johnny has suprisingly soft and dexterious fingers
4. Look before you lick!
5. Three is definitely not a fucking crowd
Top Fivc Little-Known Uses for Flyswatters
1. Pasta strainer
2. Fly spanking
3. Polish radiation shield
4. Wall caressing
5. Burger flipping when no one’s looking
Top Five Great Things About Green Card Marriages
1. No charge for extra guacamole and sour
cream
2. You get to fuck a foreigner
3. All you need to get out of it is a red card
4. Your honeymoon involves a donkey show.
5. You can have the smell of Mexico right in
your home!
Top Five Ways Siamese Twins Prove They’re
Badasses
1. Beat the shit out of triplets
2. Cleaning up at Red Rover tournaments
3. Shock the adult entertainment industry by
redefining the term double
penetration
4. Prepay for an aisle and window seat on a
airflight just to piss off the middle seat person.
5. By not using a parachute because jumping in
tandum is for pussies!
6. Every time they’ve ever had sex, it was a
threesome.  EVERY TIME!

7. Cut back to four prayers a day
Top Five Other Crimes Karr Confessed To
1. Letting the dogs out
2. Being the second stabber in the Steve Irwin
killing
3. Raping Pharaoh Ramsey (1 out of 2
Ramsey’s is a 50% success rate)
4. Raping and murdering JFK (the “magic penis” theory)
5. Stealing the cookie from the cookie jar and
raping it
6. Throwing the pizza box with your room number on it into the trash chute
Top Five Reasons Midgets Make Great Friends
1. They make perfect slaves for my chocolate
factory.
2. Make great guide-dogs for the blind...and
you don’t even have to train them.
3. They die young, so they make great practice
for mourning
4. Fun to watch them struggle to get onto the
toilet (it’s always fun to watch this, but unless
they’re your friend, they usually won’t let you)
5. Easy to get drunk. Easy when drunk. Easy to
give birth to. Just plain easy.
Bottom Five Situations to Use the Word “Fuck”
In
1. Fuck! You were serious about that pregnency?
2. Teaching your child their first word “Now
say ‘Fuck Daddy’!”
3. “Frankly my dear, I don’t give a fuck!”
4. “What would you like to do with this fat herpes girl?” “Fuck!”
5. Around the Pope’s pet cockatoo

Top Five Signs the Girl You’re Dating Is Ugly
1. Before you teabag her your balls shrivel up
2. She plays on SDSU’s rugby team. There is no
Top Five Signs Bambi Is Gay
woman’s team.
1. Deer prance around like fags
3. The Mexican gardeners don’t even whistle at
2. His best friend is named Thumper...Ass
her
Thumper
4. Every time you try to take her picture, your
3. He always goes stag
camera slaps you
4. Because he cried when his mother got shot...   5. You realized you were kissing her when you
fucking pussy.
thought you were eating her out
5. He got the part by having anal sex with Walt
6. Has gotten eight negative results from tests
Disney
for leprosy
6. Always wished he was a real muppet so he
7. Had to use your spare condom as a barf bag
could experience anal fisting.
7.  Passed up great opportunity to hump his
mom’s corpse.
Top Five Things Al Qaeda Did Over Summer
Break
1. Made paper planes and threw them against
Barbie’s Malibu Beach House™
2. “Nothing much man. Just killing. Same ol’”Al Qaeda’s Press Secretary, Joe Camel
3. Summer aviation school
4. Hosted wet burka contests
5. Played a lot of Counter-Strike to get the latest
terrorist fashion
6. Cave art masturbation

Think you can beat that? Email
us at editor@sdsu.koalahq.com
and give us your best shot. If we
like your list, we’ll print it, send
you a Koala T-Shirt, and buy you
a round at our next Koala Meeting. Tallyho.
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Sad attempt to cover your Adam’s apple with neckbeard
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This Buddy Fucker cartoon was inspired by a true story.  
Do you have a Buddy Fucker story?  Bring it to a meeting
or e-mail it to: editor@sdsu.koalahq.com

September 27, 2006

If you think this is fake, that’s fine. Don’t come. Just means better odds for everyone else.
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“MARY CAREY FOR GOVERNOR - 2006”
CAMPAIGN KICK-OFF @ SDSU - 9/27/06
MARY CAREY WILL BE ON THE FREEDOM STEPS THIS WEDNESDAY!!!  
SHE’LL BE RAFFLING OFF A PRIVATE LAP DANCE AND 10 SIGNED
GOVERNOR’S PARDONS, AS WELL AS OTHER PRIZES.  SHOW UP AND
RECEIVE A FREE RAFFLE TICKET! NOON TO ONE!

That’s right.  10 real signed criminal pardons.  Think about it.  A lap dance is cool, but a signed pardon from the Governor... think Shop Til You Drop
except with crimes instead of laundry detergent and ham hocks.  Or sell it on eBay.  By the way, murder is a state crime.  Just saying.

September 25, 2006
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Summer
Movie Review

Ah, the summer movie, a genre all in itself. Summer, a time when fourth sequels and blatant rip-offs abound. Summer, when
just about any two-hour crock of shit on film is thrown into the theater for $10 a pop. Summer, a magical time that, though it
ended about a month ago, the consequences of it will follow you throughout life. Here’s our pick of this summer’s best.

Illegal Alien
VS
Sexual Predator
The Epic of Elian Gonzalez and
Michael Jackson
Finally, the untold story is brought to life in the big screen. This masterpiece’s raging battle scenes were filmed on genuine locations, including Michael’s balcony, the Neverland Ranch, and of course,
Somewhere in Cuba.

Join the Ex-Men in their latest onscreen adventure. Watch
as they encounter such challenges as going into the men’s
room, or pissing while standing up. You may challenge
their former manhood, but you can never challenge their
taste in drag.

Believe
It
or
Fuck
Off!
When Steve
Irwin died,
a crocodile
ejaculated

My
Super
Ex-Fuck
Buddy
It’s a bird! It’s a plane! No, it’s
just a slut. For those of you who
enjoyed her album so much, here
comes Paris Hilton’s latest feature length film. After inheriting
her super powers, Paris  takes
it upon herself to whore up the
world. Filmed entirely in nightvision mode, MSEFB will be
playing in select IMAX theaters
and nudey booths nationwide.

Rest In Peace, Mate

September 25, 2006

      You have two kids, an ex, and a wife, but you’re still not old enough to drink    
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A Tribute to To the Crocodile Hunter

I knew Steve about as well as one dude sitting on his couch can know the crazy-ass mother fucker from Animal Planet. We’ve
been through a lot together, him running through the outback after rare species, me stopping on his channel just long enough to
dislodge the Cheeto stuck in my teeth. Through it all, one thing has never changed; no matter what stupid shit old Steve was up
to, you knew he would always come through in true badass form. Until now. So today I offer up my can of Foster’s in memory of
this brave soul who has moved on to the great croc pit in the sky. Let me share with you some of Steve and my finest adventures.
Steve Irwin found a lizard he wanted to show the camera.  But the lizard
got wind of the plan and took off.  This is in the outback of Australia.  It is bare,
abject desert, cracked ground.  The lizard is running away, Steve is chasing after
it at full speed, the cameraman is huffing and puffing, bringing up the rear and
falling behind a little
bit, but filming what
he can of the chase
and we’re watching
the whole tape, unedited.  The lizard jumps
into a hole roughly
the size of a manhole
that is apparently filled
with water and very
deep.  This hole in the
middle of the ground
is an entrance to a
huge, underground
lake.  Steve Irwin, I
kid you not, does not
even break his stride.  
At a full run, he leaps
headfirst, completely dressed
boots and all, into the hole.  The
cameraman catches up to the hole
and stares down into it.  The seconds tick by.  The water in the hole
calms.  There’s no sign of Steve.  
More time passes.  Nothing.  We
watch for a full 30 seconds, at least, if
not 45.  Suddenly, the water stirs.  Out
of the hole comes the lizard!  It jumps
about 8 inches straight up out of the
water, lands on the ground and takes off
again.  Two seconds later, up comes Steve,
on one breath.  Obviously, he is completely
soaked from head to toe.  He climbs out and
immediately takes up the chase and eventually catches
the lizard.  I would say that this was simultaneously
the coolest and dumbest thing I have ever seen, except
that I have two more stories.
Steve set a live trap for mice out in the wild, for some
reason.  When he checks the trap, there’s between eight
and fourteen mice in it.  Steve is counting them out
and putting them in a sack to take back to the zoo, or
whatever he’s doing.  But as he’s putting a mouse in the
bag, he gives the wrong kind of wiggle and escapes!  
This time, we’re in waist high grass.  How in the world
Steve Irwin thinks he’s going to catch a freakin’ mouse
in waist high grass, is beyond me.  As far as I can tell,

By the way, if any of you see this murderer (left) please report to the police immediately. He is currently heading the Australian Top Ten Most Wanted List, and is
considered stingered and deadly. Do not
attempt to apprehend him unless immune
to deadly venom.

this is only going happening out of pure ego,
that he doesn’t want to have the camera have
filmed him dropping a mouse and having
it get away.  Of course, I see no way that
chasing the thing is going to help.  So he’s running
through the grass, and we are only left to assume
he can actually see the mouse, because we can’t.  
Suddenly, we reach three trees and the mouse runs
up one of them and out onto the first branch. The trees
are arranged in a triangle. Steve grabs the first tree
and puts each of his feet onto the other two trees, with
the first tree between his legs, and starts to walk up the
trees.  I’ve never seen anyone climb a tree this way.  He
actually climbs up the trees, about fifteen feet to the first
branch.  Now the face of a mouse is not usually very
expressive of emotions, but we see the mouse, watching
Steve as he’s doing this, and you can just feel the
mouse’s disbelief.  This guy seriously just
did this.  The mouse edges further towards
the end of the branch.  
Steve starts crawling
after it on the branch.  
The mouse is pushed
to the very end of the
branch, then, finally,
pushed to the edge, it
jumps.  Steve jumps
back to the trunk, reassumes the same position he was in when
he climbed the trees,
but just lets go with his
hands and uses his boots
ripping the bark off the other two trees to
slow his descent.  He jumps off at the bottom, takes off after the mouse, and eventually catches the mouse.  If I had had to
put money on Irwin actually catching this
mouse, I would have given 1,000 to one.  
I figured he was just going to embarrass
himself.
Steve has been assigned the task of tracking down
the last few elusive feral goats on an island.  Goats
are highly destructive to the native flora, so capturing these goats is a good deed.  We are following
him as he is tracking them.  Steve spots a little patch
of moist ground, runs over, and grabs a little tuft of
soil and pops it in his mouth.  He then utters the craziest thing I’ve ever heard on television.  “Mmmmm,
that’s goat urine, all right.”  WHAT?!?!?!  He suspected
the moist patch was urine, so he eats it, and given some
characteristic of the soil that he detects in his mouth, he
is able to identify the species of animal that the urine
came from.  I don’t know how much pee dirt you have to
eat before you can ID species, but damn.

Stevey, you
will be missed.

September 25, 2006

     Find nearest pinball machine. Hold steady

           

Koala Public Health Announcement:
The Reality of AIDS in America
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As a respectable affiliate of the Associated Students of SDSU, we are required to include some kind of
educational service to the university community at large. Being nasty the sex freaks that we are, we
decided to take it upon ourself to teach you, our adoring, equally sex-crazed public, a thing or two
about our old buddy, AIDS.
There are 877275 cumulative reported cases of HIV infection
in the United States.
128,000 of those are in California.
Here’s the breakdown for the cause of the cases:
69% are homosexual men.
10% are intravenuous drug users.
An additional 9% are both homosexual men and intravenuous
drug users.
5% are heterosexuals.
4% are of unknown origin.
1% are blood or tissue recipients.
<1% are hemophiliacs.
The upshot is that only 8% are female or 10,000 cases in the
state.
10,000 female cases made up entirely from the 20% (25,600)
IV, heterosexual, unknown and medical cases.
Cut out half cuz I don’t kick it with IV drug users.  5,000.
Cut out 17.5% because the cases are blacks, and I don’t prefer
black girls.  4125.
I live in San Diego.  Less than 10% of the state lives here, but
I’ll go with 10% to compensate for increased rates in urban
areas.  Barring some sort of AIDS convention, 413.

Now let’s talk about transmission.
According to well substantiated research, the average chance that a noninfected, unprotected man will catch HIV from a woman who is known
to be HIV+ from a single incident of sexual intercourse is 1/10 of 1%.  
There doesn’t appear to be any difference between the first act of intercourse and the thousandth.
“Gee, it seems that there’s very little chance of coming across an HIV+
woman in San Diego, huh?”
“Yes.”
“And even if you did, there’d be next to no chance that you’d get it from
her, right?”
“Yes.”
“Wait, you mean that even if a woman didn’t know she had HIV, you’d
have to fuck her 500 times before you had a fifty-fifty chance of getting
HIV?”
“Yes.”
“Are you trying to say that you could fuck all 160 HIV+ women in San
Diego and you’d still only have a 1 in 6 chance of getting HIV?”
“Yes.”

Of those, only 38% will be between 15 and 34 years old. 159. “Hmmm, anything else reduce your chances of getting AIDS?”
So there’s 159 chicks running around San Diego who are HIV “Yes.”
positive.  How many are prostitutes?  How many are fag hags?  
How many are married?  How many would refuse to sleep with “Is your otherwise clean bill of genital health a plus?”
me without a rubber?  How many of them meet my standards?  
Hard to say. 159 is our number to run with. But it only tells
“Yes.”
half the story...
Go forth and fornicate without fear of HIV.  Come back next month to
find out more about your friend and mine, syphilis.
-Koala Department of Health

From the Makers of the Bagel Oven
and the Bagel Guillotine comes
the new...

Bagel Gas Chamber

SafeWay Select Vodka
...and a Fat Chick

Buy One Get One Free!

Order Yours Today!

(Present this coupon to any
participating SafeWay Locations)

September 25, 2006

Amazing Abs developed by pissing into traditional height urinals
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EFFIN’S now serves HARD EFFIN ALCOHOL!!!

VOTED BEST STUDENT
HANGOUT IN SAN DIEGO
		
- The Reader’s Best 2003

Now with
FULL LIQUOR

BEST EFFIN FOOD
IN TOWN!

BEST EFFIN FOOD
IN TOWN!

THE BEST EFFIN FOOD IN TOWN!
Beer & Cocktails
Pizza, Wings & Other Appetizers
Check out our coupon
in the Dollar Stretcher!

Pool Tables
Rockin Band
Steve Langdon

SUNDAY BRUNCH
Wake up after partying on
Saturday and come have breakfast at Effin’s.
It’s the best breakfast in the
college area.
Sunday specials all day!
Opens at 9:00am

DO
CH UB
EC LE
K!
!!

DAILY SPECIALS
MONDAY
MADNESS

X-Large Pizza
with a Domestic
Draft Pitcher
4pm - 10pm

$14.95

WING
WEDNESDAY

   Hot & Spicy
        Wings
    “The Best in
         Town”

35 C

FRIDAY
1/2 Off
Appetizers
from 4-7pm

TACO
TUESDAYS

       “Great Big
Effin Tacos.”

$1.50

THURSDAY

Party with Steve Langdon!
“It’s an Effin Tradition!”

SATURDAY

Saturday Night Live
(with Steve Langdon)

NOW SERVING HARD LIQUOR

619 - 229 - 9800
6164 El Cajon Blvd.
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Want your party to get reviewed? Invite us-our email is editor@sdsu.koalahq.com. That also might be the only
way you can hook up with the entire Koala Staff in one night, without joining the paper that is. Scoring: We
use a simple 1-5 scoring system, 1 being a Michael Jackson sleepover and 5 being a pre-obesity Janet Jackson
sleepover. As a rule of thumb, there’s never a party that rates a perfect score, because there’s never been such
a party on this earth.
8/4 San Jose State House Party
I had some business in the Bay on the fifth, so
I wisely chose to head up the fourth. On arrival my host
took to me to the nearest party, being put on by her co-ed
“posse”(we cannot name group at this time). When I arrived I soon remembered that I was a severe minority in
San Jose. I was probably one of three people at the party
with no connection to the Asian continent. Well, they
were generous Asian hosts anyway, and were happy to
give me beer and smoke me out, so I felt right at home.
The beer was almost out when I arrived, so I had to make
up the difference in 151 (the masochist/pyro’s drink of
choice). The weed wasn’t plentiful either, but it was some
quality NorCal fare, so I was cross-set for the night after
a long day of driving. The music was laughable, not only
because of the accompanying awkward Asian dancing,
but because it was just a lot of preset beats being blasted
from the host’s electronic drum kit. Partway through the
night my drinking honor was challenged by some drunk
guy who had probably 70 pounds on me, but he backed
down, claiming that he “doesn’t drink beer.” Needless
to say, I laughed in the fool’s face. The chick/dude ratio
was sufficient, leading me to believe that these co-ed frats
really do know what they’re doing, however all the girls
were looking for guys with eyes narrower than my own,
so it didn’t really help me out. In short, it was nice for
unwinding after a long day of sitting in the car, but if ever
you needed any validation for leaving the Bay to go to
here, this is it.
Total score: 2 Shots of Burning Pain

8/31 UTEP Pre-Game at My House
Ok, so it might be a little egotistical of me to
review my own party, but I’m more than a little egotistical so I think it works. For the first game of the year
my friends and I knew we had to follow like cattle the
universal tradition of getting drunk as shit, riding the trolley, and being very loud and excited as our team ran itself
into the ground yet again. My roommates and I had a few
friends over and, wasting no time, began the drinking. A
handle of tequila and a 24-pack of coors later, we were
ready to hit the road. The great thing about the trolley is
that the time it takes to get wherever you’re going is an
inverse ratio to the level of alcohol in your bloodstream.
In laymen’s terms, if you’re drunk as the proverbial
skunk, you will arrive at Qualcomm in approximately the
time it takes to snap said skunk’s neck for spewing its
poisonous odor upon you. So just as I was getting lost in
the booze and the skunk metaphor, we arrived. We made
our way inside, just in time for the second half of the
third quarter. About this time we started losing. I think.
We only made it until the fourth quarter, at which point
we remembered what the fun part of the football games
are; getting drunk too early and forgetting to go entirely.
This whole shindig didn’t even meet the basic requirements of a party; no chicks, no endless booze, no music,
and security. Why did I review it, you ask? Because I was
fucked up, and that counts in my book. I give it a score of
one seemingly accidental SDSU touchdown.

7/9 Ireland World Cup
I decided to dust off my travelin’ suitcase and
hit the road. The road that goes to Ireland. One day
stands out in particular. That was the day that World Cup
Championship Game was played. Though it was being
played in Germany, Ireland was very much excited at the
prospect of a good old-fashioned football brawl. They
also are kind of big on the drinking and any excuse to
down a couple pints sounds good to them. A group of
SDSU students got together and decided to hit a pub and
show these funny talking foreigners a thing or two about
drinkin’. We found ourselves a quaint little place and

crammed ourselves in amongst the locals. It was crazy
crowded with people cheering for teams they didn’t care
about. People were hanging from the rafters, squatted
down on the ground and perched on each others shoulders. The bartenders were constantly dispensing the
delicious libations to the crowd, bolstering their pride
in either Italy or France. Out of nowhere an Italian flag
appeared. Irishmen were suddenly talking with French
accents. It was nuts. When the Zidane headbutt happened
the place went wild, recreations were occuring everywhere. As the final whistle sounded the crowd in the pub
all came together to celebrate. I’m pretty sure a guy tried
to get fresh with me in the comotion. These guys understand how a post-game party works, a World Cup that
Ireland didn’t even qualify for and they fiestas after the
game went on all weekened. Overall a damn good time,
though not perfect since apparently Irishmen don’t use
Irish Spring Soap as much as advertised, or needed.
Final Score: Three illegal headbutts

X3
9/8 Cocktail Party
I started out the year of themed parties by attending a
cocktail party at a local fraternity. Arriving fashionably
late, as I do, I walked into a room full of casually dressed
people. This horrified me as I went all out for this party
and wore my fanciest tuxedo. I was informed that a V.I.P.
section was set aside upstairs for those who followed the
theme. This filled me with excitement as it allowed me
to mingle with my own sort, well dressed alchoholics. It
also allowed me to look down upon those who decided
not to conform to the theme, the undesireables as I liked
to call them. The V.I.P. room was as classy as a fraternity
house could be. Platters were set out with sliced cheese
and Ritz crackers on them, I was later informed they were
“whore doors” but I simply called them delicious. Thanks
to the large amount of cocktails being handed around,
the snack buffet, the relatively low level of cock and the
glorious well-dressed freshman tail at the party I have to
give this booze-soaked soirre three sweatervests out of
five simply because I woke up with a terrible hangover
and with far too many regrets.

9/9 Party on 54th
My two friends were invited to a Birthday/Hodown party on 54th street. On the way there, with booze
and brews on hand, decked out cowboy style, we head
over to my friends house to see if her party wuz bumpin.
We get there, and then some good lookin girls show
up right after, perfect timing. After a couple rounds of
flip cup and some irish poker, the whole group, mostly
athletes decides to go over to their clubs house and party.
Well short story short, cowboys werent gettin in so we
decided to finally get to the ho-down! As we arrive we
walk into a bumpin house with ‘bout 70 people, and it
was goin pretty good. While at the party we saw one
gentleman trying to pimp out three very fine ladies for
70 bucks! We were shocked to see the 54th pimp, for we
only heard rumors! Unfortunately being a poor college
student I was unable to afford there tantalizing talents.
The party all in all was chill, hookah in the back, big
back yard, and the host had a great time cuz she got to
slug someone after we left. So, my verdict for my sports
friends’ party 2 points, for hot chix and hospitality, 0
points for the dis on the cowboys at the second house,
and three points for the ho-down cuz it got crackin,

and especially fo the hos. Total Score: 3 Gay Cowboys.

X3
9/15 80s Party
For a few the Friday night started out with strong bloodymarys at a meeting before the 80’s even broke out, but
once the jello shots were absorbed into everyones system
it was all good. Strobe lights and black lights all around
with a nice mix of the 80’s to dance to. The night was
filled with plenty of hard A of all kinds and there was
beer to chase it down. A couple people thought basketball was more fun than drinking and talking to the ladies
but that just means more for me. There ended up being a
good ratio, of what i saw anyways. 80’s attire could have
been represented a little better but overall good times at
Fraternity Row for a solid 2 Things out of the 5.

9/18 Comedy Night @ Delta Sig
I was invited by a few Delta Siggers to come join  them
in a wild night of humor-related festivities. Three comedians were going to be showcased, free to the public, as
part of a rush event for their house. I considered it. They
promised free food. I was locked in. When I got there I
could tell it would be a while  before the funny started, so
I grabbed a sandwich and a burrito and bunkered down
for the long haul. About an hour later and a stomach
fuller, I sat myself down for some live entertainment. The
first routine, done by one Steven Glickman, whom I will
refer to henceforth as MC Balls, was a lively fellow with
a penchance for yelling obscenities out to the night. He
giddily recruited the crowd to join him in a loud chanting of the phrase “Balls on your face” for the benefit of
the rest of the apartment complex. Next up was one Matt
Walker, a skinny guy who made a lot of skinny jokes.
Don’t worry, the humor came in juicy fat rolls, especially
as he regaled us with tales of botched STD tests (“It’s
not easy to masturbate to a Gonnorhea pamphlet...”)
The headliner, one Mike Muratore, was a colorful fellow indeed, playing the crowd well and picking out the
cockteases in the audience, much to the embarassment
of the poor girl. We, the male population of the crowd,
loved it. This guy was really a mans-man comedian, but
with enough tact so as to play off the girls in the audience
without them taking serious offense. It was this ability
that set him apart and earned hima nod from my comedic
visage. Ok, so that stuff was all pretty good, in essence a
night of free, decent underground comedy. But the best
part was yet to come. No, I didn’t get wasted and jump
off their balcony, though I’m sure that is in my future.
Delta Sig, the host of the event, was also conducting a
raffle for a free iPod Nano. I dropped five bucks in the
pathetic jar and Presto! I was declared champion of the
iPod. I raced home as fast as I could to properly enjoy my
new techno toy. I’m not sure the raffle wasn’t rigged, as I
was asked to the event solely for the purpose of covering it in the pages of this fine publication, but then again
I don’t really care. A free iPod is a free iPod, and no
amount of conscience or morals is going to change that
simple fact. I would reccomend hitting up their next comedy night, whensoever that may be. This little shindig
receives a score of three used Gonnorhea pamphlets.
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Prices Starting at

50¢

INVENTORY CLEARANCE
Quality and Quantity at SUPER-LOW Prices!

Student’s name: ________________________________
Return to teacher by: ___________________________
Inventory Clearance Winter 2005-2006

Item #

Dear Student: Please fill in the titles you want. Give this
order form and money order or check payable to Koalastic
Book Clubs to your teacher. DO NOT MAIL.
Qty. x Price

Classroom Titles

1
2
3
4

Eggs in a Pile, and other adventures since Mommie Died

5
6

New Mommie Wears A Lot of Makeup

= Amt. Due

Only
$59.99

Why Does Daddy Cry So Much? (Cuz you made mommy leave)
Mommy’s Not Dead, Just Sleeping
Mommie Doesn’t Love You Or Daddie Anymore
“You’re Not The Boss of Me!” or “You’re Not My Mommie!”

7
8
9
10
11
12

Sometimes Mommy Moans at Night

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Sonya and Denise Eat Out

37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

Curious George
and the
Downed Electrical Wires

What Happened to that Man’s Face?

15. Curious George and the Downed
Electrical Wires

Baby’s Little Tax Code Reader
Pretty Girl, Why Don’t Your Eyes Move?
You’re Different, And That’s Wrong

Ages 4-20

Nobody Likes Fat Kids

Join Curious George in his final curious
adventure-monkey heaven.
$59.99

Hamsters Like Microwaves, Too!
Curious George and the Downed Electrical Wires

My Pet Cockroach

Mommie and Daddie Made Meth (and Now They’re Going Away)
Latchkey Billie Answers The Door
My Pet Cockroach
Help daddy find stuff to hoc (so that Fat Tony doesn’t break his legs)
Shut The Hell Up, A Bedtime Story

Where Did Mommy’s Baby Go?

18. My Pet Cockroach

Babies Have Soft Heads

Ages 6-9

Mommie Brought Home A Doll That Screams A Lot
My Brother Lives in the Basement and So Do I
Sleeping With Sister Is Fun!
How I Helped Uncle Larry With His Secret Problem
First Communion...and other Firsts with Priests
My Daddy Used To Touch Me There
How To Get Candy From A Stranger
Learning Not To Tell
Uncle Jesse and the Magic Woodshed
Games Me and Daddy Play in the Dark

$.99

Secrets are Fun for Everyone
Mean Timmy and the Adventure at the Train Tracks
Sticks & Stones (May Break My Bones But They Also Make Me Bleed)

Feel for Timmy as he experiences
the full range of emotions-delight
for his new low maintenance pet,
murderous rage for his new pet
getting into his school lunch, and
finally, mourning for his old lowmaintenance pet.
$.99

What’s Inside the Freezer?

Clifford, the Big Red Dog, Humps the Mailman
Knee Blood and Head Blood Look The Same

How I Helped Uncle Larry
With His Secret Problem

The Tasty Drink Called 409
There’s a Bug In the Wall Socket (Let’s Get ‘Im Out With a Fork!)
What’s That Round Thing At the Bottom of the Pool?
Games With Glass
Jimmy, Go Choose a Switch
Anyone Can Fly If They Wear a Cape
Staring Contest with Mr. Sun!

Pabst
Book n’ a
Brew
Winner

The Cat in the Hat Gets His Gat
The Rock-Hardy Boys
Curious George Tastes His Own Feces

Thank you
for ordering!

TOTAL QTY.

TOTAL $ AMT.
DUE

For every book you purchase, your
classroom can receive FREE BOOKS!
Teacher: Please return at-home club coupon(s) with class order.
When you pay by check you authorize us to process your check payment electronically. Funds may be withdrawn from your account as soon
as the same day we receive your payment. You will not receive your
check back from your financial institution; however, the transaction will
appear on your bank statement. So don’t fuck with us, bitch. J40700

26. How I Helped Uncle Larry With His Secret Problem
Watch as little Lisa tackles the greatest challenge of her
young life-blue balls!
$19.99
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During your teen years, he insisted on wiping your ass
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This is the part where we get lazy and let you write the paper for us. Submit a personal at sdsu.koalahq.com or find one of our manilla Personals bags in select locations around campus. As a side
note, if you see anyone tearing one of said bags down, don’t hesitate to crush them. Don’t ask yourself what The Koala can do for you, ask yourself who can you beat the shit out of for The Koala.
Dear “Laurita”..
When you fuck up in Spanish, just say ok and deal with the fact that you
arent the queen of spanish.. Dont act like you invented the language..
oh.. and
bringing a zillion fuckin index cards the day of the test JUST TO SHOW
the
teacher that you studied is a tad past ridiculous.. so on behalf of the spanish
language.. suck a dick.. gracias..
Love, the whole right side of your spanish class
p.s. “oh yeah yeah sorry! i knew that!”

Kill Yourself Personal of the Month

dear peter amador,
your a dickhead at work, your a dickhead at school, and your a dickhead
everywhere else i’ve seen you. Why dont you go kill yourself.
vc226
Dear gay ass roomate,
just because we have tandum showers dosent mean we have to shower at
the same time, AND NO I WONT FUCKN WASH YOUR BACK
YOUR non-curious ROOMATE
Hey Pretzel,
Saw you last night hooking up that threesome!  I know you were drunk,
but there was a lot of calories in that sandwich, bro.
-Shiv
Attention cockbags in the West Commons Cyber Lounge checking your
Myspace: there are ten people in line waiting for you to finish being a social cyber whore so they can do important things like submit a personal
to the Koala. That is all.
OMG, Everytime I see your new girlfriend’s face I want to vomit. SHe is
a total dog and all of “our friends” who are now only my friends agree.
To you, I give a great big thumbs up and say “Way to upgrade”. I only
hope that since you are the cuter one one in the relationship this time

you’ll be the one who is constantly accused of cheating while she is the
one drunk flirting with everyone else. And then perhaps she’ll dump you
for someone even uglier than she is, maybe some kind of pitbull/pug
combination.
-Roxie
Dear PF Changs @ Fashion Valley
why the hell do you always have to smell so good around noon or the
evenings when Im on the bus? You are just a fucking tease, you know I
can’t stop by during the week. And on the weekend, the God damn line
is out the doors. You Slut, Siren, Fucking Banshee.
-Hungry Henrieta
To the Daily Aztec. Did you get my letter to the editor that I sent last
week? How about the twelve copies of it that I’ve sent since then? How
about the five that I’ve left at your office since then? How about the
seven that I read to your answering machine? Bastards! All I want is for
you to put the answers to the crossword puzzles on a different page. It’s a
simple request really.

Monthly Submitted Top Five List Winner

Top 5 Reasons You Written Up While Living in Zura (or any of those
other dorms):
5) The RA was a bitch and you showed her who was boss.
Oh yeah!
4) You were caught smoking/dealing pot again.
3) You were the idiot who broke quiet hours on the one night that fat
bitch, the token black one, or the gay one was on duty.
2) You couldn’t even exit the building because you took pre-gaming a
little too seriously.
1) You were puking your guts up in the bathroom on a Thursday night
and were too sober to notice that it wasn’t your buddy but the RA who
you asked, “Hey, can you get me some water?”

Future winners will receive a Koala T-Shirt and will be
published on the list page along with the real shit. Sucks
for this guy

EVER FEEL LIKE YOU’RE
WORKING HARDER THAN YAO
MING’S MOTHER?
COME BY A KOALA MEETING AND
TAKE A LOAD OFF.
Fridays, 6pm, 3rd floor, Aztec Center,
Room 305-C
If you can actually find the office,
you’ve already met our recruitment
requirements.
Did you ever think about how much it must have sucked to be Yao Ming’s mom?  
All the other Chinese women had regular sized kids, but nooooo.  Little Yao had
to be huge and eat more rice than entire other families.  I mean, I guess it paid off
in the end.  Although, I never heard anything about Yao Ming bringing his mom
over and buying her a rice factory or whatever.  I’ll assume he didn’t.  Fuck you,
Yao Ming.  You ought to be a little more respectful to your mother who probably
worked like a Chinese factory worker just to feed your lurpy ass.

